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1. Simplify

(a) (2is)r
(l)

(b) --= , giving your answer in the form a + 1b, where a and b are integers.
2V5-3!2- -- 

(4)

a) (z.fs)" - 2*\I3 x2xJ-g = +xS = -2O

b) G x(2G+-3G)
zffi.l-r x (2.G +SJZ)

^ rfo +3

-.

= z6o + 3r2-
2c-- t8

(rJ-u)L=jxZ--t8 = 2..[^rO+6r- T



2, Solve the simultaneous equations

y-2x 4:0 
"

4f+1?+20x:0
(7)

e#



3. Given that l, : 4xr I , xi O, find in their simplest form
x

dy(a) .dr

f
{b) J rdx

r = 4t3 - 5-t'J

(3)

(3)

o+4 
= 12=t + lor:3 = {2125 lo

6tr- )ca



4. (i) A sequence Up U2, U3,... is defined by

U -=2U.-U.'n21

U,:4 and (J,:4

Find the value of

(a) u,

20

(b) IU,
n=1

(ii) Another sequence V1, V1, V3,... is defined by

(1)

(2)

V -=2V V. n2l

Vr= k and Vr= 2k, where t is a constant

(a) Find V, and V o in terms of k

5

Given that Zt , = rc5,
n=l

(b) find the value offt.

(2)

(3)

nll



5. The equation
(p - l)f + 4x + (p - 5): 0, where p is a constant

has no real roots.

(a) Show thatp satisfies p2 -6p+ 7 ) 0

(b) Hence find the set of possible values ofp'

(3)

(4)



6. The curve C has equation

(r'? + 4)(x - 3) , x+0

Find I in its simplest form.
dr

Find an equation ofthe tangent to C at the point where x: I

Give your answer in the form m + by + c: 0, where a, b and c are integers'

Zx-

(s)
(a)

(b)

fu=--+.7*t
)L=:[ 3- ( = sx:rl *- 14

-1-

flt; t--Lv+ =i
->



7, Giventhaty:2',

(a) express zP in terms ofy.

(b) Hence, or otherwise, solve

(1)

(4)
8(4.) 9(2')+1=0

' f*jis;f '" t':?



8. (a) Factorise completely 9x - 4f

(b) Sketch the curve C with equation

!:9x-4x3

Show on your sketch the coordinates at which the curve meets the x-axis.

The points I and .B iie on C and have x coordinates of -2 and 1 respectively.

(c) Show that the length of ABis frr/10 where ftis a constant to be found.

(3)

(3)

(4)

--c)-- z ( q - +x-') = f- (:-zx)-(stZx)

[r. =?



9, Jess stafted work 20 years ago. In year t her annual salary was f17000. Her annual

salary increased by f1 500 each year, so that her annual salary in year 2 was f18500, in
year 3 it was f20000 and so on, fonning an arithmetic sequence. This continued until she

reached her maximum annual salary of!32 000 in year /r. Her annual salary then remained

at I32000.

(a) Find the value ofthe constant k.
(2)

(b) Calculate the total amount that Jess has earned in the 20 veals.
(s)

tJr=A= ttOOO
hr- = lSSoO

a\- lS@

Lln = 320oo 3 cr+(A-\)a - l?s'cDh (n-r)xscro

=) lscrm = l$gp(1-t) =1 n-l = !o :. A=r\

tl,r , 3?-Odf -" t!=!l

41.qxlr = S31
= 26q.S

= 263500

11.^-o x ?LO@ =
+

288ffif
261SOO
sE+soo

b Uro = 3OS(X)

S,o =. ft,o)(ra@+3oScD) I Sx4lStX)
= z3?scro

+ 3zo cru)+ (O x 32Ooo



10. A curve with equationy: f(x) passes through the point (4, 9).

Given that

t@=+-h.2, x)o

(a) frnd f(x), giving each term in its simplest form.

Point P lies on the curve.

The normal to the curve at P is parallel to the line 2y + x : 0

(b) Find the "r coordinate of P.

(s)

rl-* + 8+c

=O e) \\=-*L :- M^=-t :- fi,tE=2-:

, T*= L- --)--I* = a et-#1 ---

r,..r-


